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Expanded bed adsorption chromatography, characterized by operating with an upward flow, is a 

revolutionary technique that allows to clarify and concentrate a given protein directly from broth: no 

previous purification is required. This operation is usually used in the beginning of the downstream 

processing, replacing several unit operations and leading to higher yields and lower process times. 

The application and optimization of this technique was studied for the purification of an enzyme at 

laboratory scale followed by scale-up to pilot, constantly intending yield maximization. System 

hydrodynamics were studied to better understand its behavior at different bed heights and 

viscosities. Resin-biomass interaction was found to be problematic, causing fouling and absorbent 

aggregation that affects fluid distribution and bed expansion, leading to a reduction in performance. 

This aggregation was especially observed when old broth was loaded, which suggests that broth 

aging has a strong influence in this interaction, possibly due to its enrichment in free nucleic acids 

with time that will bind to the adsorbent; furthermore, DNA adsorption was confirmed by 

fluorescence. Both settled bed height and expansion factor were kept constant during scale-up and 

promising yields were achieved. 
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Introduction 

 Expanded bed adsorption (EBA) chromatography 

was developed in the early 90’s as an innovative 

multifunctional integrated unit operation. This technology 

allows the adsorption of the target protein directly from 

unclarified feedstock, such as culture suspensions, cell 

homogenates or crude extracts, while the remaining 

bioparticles freely pass through the bed that is expanded 

by an upward flow and thus increasing bed voidage [1], 

[2], [3], [4]. 

 EBA combines solid-liquid separation with adsorption 

in a single-unit operation, consequently merging process 

steps as clarification, concentration and capture. This in 

turn increases the overall product yield, reduces 

operational time, consequently decreasing the capital 

investment and consumables depletion [1], [2], [5], [6]. In 

fact, the use of expanded bed simplifies the downstream 

processing flowsheets for the recovery of a wide variety of 

biomolecules. Once proved scalable with good results, it 

has the potential to revolutionize the whole enzyme 

industry [3], [7]. 

 

 The characterization of fluidization in EBA generally 

starts with the study of bed expansion profile at different 

linear velocities and viscosities and a linear correlation is 

expected between expansion factor (EF) and linear 

velocity [2]. 

 To achieve a high efficiency separation, axial mixing 

within the expanded bed must be minimized, allowing the 

establishment of a plug flow [2]. This is evaluated by 

residence time distribution studies, from which the number 

of plates per meter is calculated. 

 To assess if any biomass or target protein remained 

stuck to the resin after a run, both biomass and product 

mass balances were performed to the column. 
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Resin beads 

In order to achieve a good and stable bed expansion, 

the fluid linear velocity applied must be between beads’ 

minimal fluidization velocity and terminal velocity. If the 

linear velocity is lower than the former, the settled bed 

behaves like a packed bed with the liquid flowing in the 

interstitials space between the beads; if the linear velocity 

is higher than the latter, the beads are going to be washed 

out of the column. When an appropriate linear velocity is 

used, the beads will move inside the column and the bed 

expands until they find an equilibrium position 

corresponding to their terminal velocity. [8] This can be 

calculated by Stokes’ Law (1) (valid for Ret < 0.2), and is 

only dependent on fluid and beads’ physical properties. 

   
          

 

   
 (1) 

During fluidization, larger and denser beads have the 

highest settling velocity and move to the bottom, while 

smaller and lighter beads, with a lower settling velocity, 

are fluidized to the top [5]. 

Beads’ exact location results from the overall force 

balance, including gravity, buoyancy, fluid drag and 

hydrodynamic interaction forces from other neighbour 

beads, which must reach equilibrium that corresponds to a 

certain expanded bed height and bed-voidage. In the ideal 

case of spherical particles this is expressed by (2). 
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Here ξ is the resistance coefficient given by (3) for Ret ≤ 

0.2 and Ret is the terminal Reynolds calculated by (4). 
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So to different linear velocities correspond different 

bed-void fractions (ε); these parameters were correlated 

by Richardson and Zaki (5), in which n, the bed expansion 

index, can be estimated by (6), where Ga is the Galileo 

number calculated by (7). 
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 Finally, the expanded bed height and EF can be 

predicted with (8) after determining the bed-void fraction. 

   
 

  
 

      

     
 (8) 

The beads used in this study consist of spherical 

agarose matrixes with positively charged ligands (anion-

exchange) distributed throughout their surface and 

tungsten carbide particles irregularly embedded in their 

core which provides them with both size and density 

distributions (47-236 µm and 2.8-3.2 g/mL, respectively). 

These characteristics will thus lead to an axial distribution 

of both size and density as beads with different diameter 

and density can have the same terminal velocity [5], [9]. 

This classification of the beads leads to the formation of 

layers of particles inside the bed, which have an important 

role in reducing axial mixing by keeping a flow regime 

close to plug flow and making the bed less susceptible to 

disturbances, e.g., when liquids with different properties 

are introduced [2], [5], [8], [10]. In addition, the high 

density characteristic of EBA resins conferred by the 

presence of tungsten carbide particles permits the practice 

of high flow rates while preventing the beads to be washed 

out of the column [10]. 

Performance and peak resolution 

The performance of the bed is usually assessed in 

HETP (height equivalent to a theoretical plate; inverse of 

plates per meter) given by the van Deemter equation (9). 

This is an hyperbolic function that correlates the resolving 

power (HETP) of a chromatographic column to the various 

flow (U) and kinetic parameters that cause peak 

broadening, such as multiplicity of path of a molecule 

through the column packing (A), molecular diffusion (B) 

and effect of mass transfer (C) [11], [12]. 

       
 

 
     (9) 

Parameter A is the Eddy-diffusion parameter and 

represents the different paths through the medium that 

can be taken by the molecules and cause the broadening 

of the solute band because to different paths correspond 

different lengths and thus retention times; B term is the 

longitudinal diffusion coefficient that represents molecules 

tendency to diffuse along the column due to the resultant 

gradient of concentrations; and C represents the 

resistance to mass transfer coefficient between the fluid 

and the medium and combines two effects: adsorption 

kinetics and mass transfer inside the particles. [13] 

The slower the velocity is, the more uniformly the 

molecules may penetrate inside the beads, and the less is 

the effect of different penetrations on the efficiency. On the 

other hand, at faster flow rates the elution distance 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HETP
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between molecules with different penetration depth will be 

higher. [11], [12] 

The van Deemter equation predicts an optimal 

velocity to which corresponds the minimal HETP and 

maximum efficiency. So when plotting HETP against fluid 

linear velocity, a graph similar to Figure 1 is expected. 

In order to increase the separation efficiency and 

peak resolution, it is desired to minimise HETP and 

therefore to minimise all terms A, B and C. A is minimised 

by using smaller particles with a tighter particle size 

distribution and is very sensitive to bed uniformity; B is 

minimized by high linear velocities because the molecules 

spend less time inside the column, besides using thinner 

columns may also help; C is minimised by using smaller 

particles and reducing mass transfer resistance between 

the stationary and mobile phases. Moreover, the flatter the 

C curve is, the faster it is possible to run the separation 

with good efficiency. So, a low slope in this section means 

that higher flow rates may be used and thus faster results 

achieved with minimal effect on HETP, i.e., on separation 

performance. 

Scale-up 

To facilitate scale-up, kinetic parameters such as 

particle and pore size, ligand chemistry, temperature and 

mobile phase, and dynamic parameters like bed height, 

flow velocity and packing density, should be equivalent 

among different scales [15]. This equivalence was 

achieved by using the same stationary and mobile phase. 

To handle with the increase of volume loaded to a 

pilot scale column, the most common procedure is to 

increase the column diameter so that the column volume 

(CV) increases proportionally and thus the residence time 

and the stability of the product are aimed to be kept 

constant [15]. Therefore the research for optimal 

conditions at the laboratory is usually optimised at the bed 

height that will later be used at pilot scale [15]. 

In this case, a scale-up factor of 25 was used as the 

column diameter was increased from 2 to 10 cm. 

However, even when keeping both settled bed height and 

linear velocity constant, it was not possible to achieve the 

same EF at different scales, probably due to 

hydrodynamic and differences in inlet distributors; thus, a 

choice had to be made between keeping the linear velocity 

constant, as an attempt to keep the residence time also 

constant, and keeping the EF constant. The latter was 

chosen in order to increase the length of the bed that 

comprises a homogenous flow. 

Furthermore, according to Chang and Chase (1996), 

Ghose and Chase (2000) and Thommes et al. (1995), a 

high H/dc ratio results in reduced axial dispersion 

coefficient in the bed. For a similar bed expansion, 

dispersion and mixing are expected to be more 

pronounced in larger scale [1]. A usual approach to scale-

up is to keep the number of plates per metre and the 

number of loaded CVs constant. Nevertheless, capture 

efficiency, that correlates the quantity of sample applied 

with product yield, is directly related to the column 

residence time as this has a direct influence on mass 

transfer resistance; thus, by keeping the residence time 

constant inside the bed it is expected to maintain the same 

product yield when the same number of CVs of sample is 

applied to a larger column [16]. 

Main challenges 

Despite some successes using this technology, EBA 

has been suffering from certain shortcomings: (a) fouling 

at the bottom distributor by suspended materials in crude 

feedstock and fermentation broths can easily occur; and 

(b) adsorbent bead cross-linking by macromolecules, like 

nucleic acids. [2] 

The feedstock contains mainly the target protein, cell 

or cell fragments and some other but minor substances. In 

particular after cell disruption, many intracellular products 

(such as host-derived proteins and DNA) are present in 

suspension larger amounts than when no disruption is 

performed. [8] These biomolecules, cells and cell debris 

tend to interact with some adsorptive supports, particularly 

in the case of ion exchangers, leading to the formation of 

aggregates of cells and adsorbent beads inside the 

column and consequently to a change in hydrodynamic 

properties and loss of bed stability, to channelling, to 

increasing axial dispersion or even to a complete 

breakdown of the expanded bed with column blockage [3]. 

 

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of van Deemter equation 

and its parameters influence. [14] 
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For all these reasons, harsh washing and regeneration 

conditions may be necessary or the life expectancy of the 

support will decrease as a result of irreversible fouling of 

the beads [3]. However, the harshness of the cleaning 

solutions can also possibly lead to ligands leaching which 

may result in loss of binding capacity; and in addition, the 

selection of cleaning solutions is also limited by the 

chemical resistance of the equipment. [8] 

Whenever it’s possible and in order to avoid all the 

problems related to cell interaction with anion-exchange 

adsorbents, cation-exchange adsorbents may be a better 

alternative, otherwise an extensive CIP procedure is 

recommended, involving NaOH and NaCl at a contact time 

of hours, in order to avoid deterioration of the anion-

exchange adsorbent. [8] 

 

Results and Discussion 

Bed behaviour and performance 

 During a common EBA purification run the viscosity 

of the fluid loaded varies, therefore the influence of flow 

rate, i.e., linear velocity and of fluid viscosity was studied 

on the bed expansion – Figure 2 – three EFs were 

studied: 1.75, 2.00 and 2.25. 

After reorganizing (3) and (4), the drag coefficient is 

given by (10) and thus viscosity has a strong influence on 

the drag force acting on the beads. 

  
   

      
 (10) 

Therefore, to increasing viscosities correspond increasing 

drag coefficients and thus greater is the drag force which 

causes further bed expansion and leads to higher slopes. 

 Additionally and even though the correlation between 

EF and linear velocity appears to be linear, its expression 

is in fact given by (11), that results from (5) and (8) 

reorganization, and is illustrated in Figure 3 that shows 

that the linear correlation is valid for a certain range of 

linear velocities but extrapolation should not be done. 

   
 

  
 

      

   √
 
  

 
 

 (11) 

 It is also desirable to run the chromatography at an 

EF that assures a good separation performance. For this 

reason, it was studied the dependence of HETP on linear 

velocity at different viscosities – Figure 4. A residence time 

distribution (RTD) test was done for this purpose. 

Parameter C has a bigger role at higher viscosities 

as the resistance to mass transfer increases with viscosity; 

furthermore, an increase in linear velocity is translated in a 

big increase of HETP (decrease of performance). For 

lower viscosities (0% and 10%), the minimum HETP may 

not have been reached yet and it seems consensual that 

the minimal HETP is lower for less viscous solutions, to 

which the A term seems to have a lower role. 

In short, the better bed performances were achieved 

at low viscosity and bigger EF within the range studied. 

 

Figure 2 – EF as a function of linear velocity and viscosity. 

 

Figure 3 – Illustration of the EF as a function of the linear 

velocity according to (11). 

 

Figure 4 – HETP as a function of linear velocity and viscosity, 

(from left to right, points at EF=1.75, 2.00 and 2.25). 
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Biomass mass balance to EBA at laboratory scale 

A biomass mass balance, calculated in terms of 

Biomass Transmission Index (BTI) (12), was done to the 

column as it is not desired to stay inside the column 

because it may interact with the adsorbent and result in 

binding capacity and bed performance losses.  

        
∑          

     

         
 

           

          
 (12) 

The BTI represents the percentage of biomass that 

came out of the column; 87% and 92% were determined 

for the two runs performed after which the resin appeared 

to be aggregated and the bed was blocked as shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 – Pictures of the state of the resin: (A) Bed behaviour 

after running with broth; (B) New resin at optical microscope 

(100x); (C) Sample of aggregated resin at optical microscope 

(100x) after trial B071113. 

This aggregation phenomenon was hypothesised to 

be correlated with broth aging because the increased 

frequency of cell lises releases macromolecules such as 

nucleic acids and cell fragments that are negatively 

charged and thus may interact with the adsorbent. This 

enrichment of the suspension in nucleic acids is not 

immediate because the cells in the broth are solely 

permeabilised and at start the nucleic acids are located 

inside the nucleus and so its release is rather gradual. 

Furthermore, a more intensive aggregation was observed 

when older broth (more than one week old after end-

fermentation date) was used. 

As an attempt to confirm if DNA was adsorbed onto 

the beads, a staining test was performed with Syto9 and a 

fluorescent signal was identified on the surface of the 

bead (Figure 5), confirming that at least DNA can adsorb 

onto the resin. Biomass still remains to be confirmed. 

After these observations, more efficient washing and 

sanitisation steps are required to maximise biomass 

removal and resin regeneration. According to some 

literature research, the contact time with sanitisation 

solutions was increased to hours by decreasing the linear 

velocity. Consequently there is more time for diffusion to 

happen inside the stagnant layer that surrounds the beads 

and the pores, and thus mass transfer resistance 

decreases and the molecules that are adsorbed in the 

pores inside the beads are more likely to be washed away. 

This protocol modification was applied in the next 

runs and the resin state was substantially stable, visually 

appearing “as good as new”. 

 

EBA at laboratory scale 

The purification process studied includes an EBA 

chromatography followed by a plaque filtration and an 

ultrafiltration for product concentration. These unit 

operations were optimised aiming yield maximisation, 

which is calculated from the HPSEC analysis of the 

fractions. 

Four experiments were performed at laboratory scale 

using the same amount of resin and a settled bed height 

of 23.3 cm; the protocols followed are summarized in 

Table 1. 

In order to assess resin dynamic binding capacity 

and then to determine the amount of broth to load to 

achieve a certain pre-established percentage of 

breakthrough, some breakthrough experiments were 

performed which results are presented in Figure 7. From 

its analysis, it can be concluded that there is no early 

breakthrough while broth is being loaded onto the column 

which is a positive indicator of the existence of plug flow; 

furthermore, the capacity of the resin was stable from the 

first to the third run (L291113 and L131213, respectively), 

around 7500 AU per millilitre of resin, which is also 

desirable for EBA normal operation. 

Then the amount of broth loaded for the subsequent 

runs was estimated from the capacity just determined in 

  

Figure 5 – Fluorescent microscope pictures: (A) Positive test for 

Syto9, generated by adding genomic DNA, new resin and Syto9; 

(B) Sample of used resin taken after experiment stained with 

Syto9. 

(A) (B) 

(C) 

(A) (B) 

file://nldlf12w8fs003/users2$/832509/My Documents/832509/_TESE_/Q resin flaky/expanding with 20ml.min-1 and 30ml.min-1.mp4
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order to minimise the breakthrough and loss of product 

(6.5 CV; ≈475 mL). 

 

Subsequently, product yield was calculated for each 

unit operation and experiment, as well as the product 

mass balance - Table 2. These were determined based on 

results from HPSEC analysis of the collected fractions, 

pool, filtrate, concentrate and permeate. 

The yields obtained for experiments L291113 and 

L131213 are considerably low (51% and 63%, 

respectively) because the purpose of these experiments 

was mainly the estimation of breakthrough capacity. 

Therefore, respectively 37% and 22% of the target 

enzyme was lost in these experiments during loading and 

washing steps. 

 The total enzyme mass balance of the system was 

also calculated for each experiment with an average of 

90%, meaning that the mass balance was not closed and 

thus the hypothesis that some product remained adsorbed 

onto the matrix was considered; hence different elution 

protocols were experienced aiming product recovery 

maximisation. Furthermore, the product may have also 

been eluted during sanitisation as due to the high pH of 

the solutions used, it was not analysed by HPSEC, 

besides it was also noticed in the chromatogram (data not 

shown) that product concentration increases in the first 

fractions of sanitisation, while high concentrations of NaCl 

are applied. 

For these reasons a two steps elution at 30 and 50 

mS/cm was performed in experiment L131213 with the 

aim of increasing the amount of target protein recovered 

by increasing the conductivity, similarly to what was 

observed at the beginning of the sanitisation. However, 

the step at 50 mS/cm had no effect in product elution (data 

not shown). 

Moreover, a gradient-like elution was done in 

experiment L060114. This was divided into 4 steps of 

increasing conductivities: 15, 20, 25 and 30 mS/cm. 

A yield of 90% was achieved in this run, and even  

Table 1 – Summary of number of CVs per step used in each experiment for EBA optimisation at laboratory scale. All experiments 

were performed with a settled bed height of 23.3 cm and at an EF=2. In this table, a comma separates different linear velocities. (A – 

1M NaCl; B – 2M NaCl; C – 2M NaCl 1M NaOH; D – 1M NaOH) 

#Run 
Equilibration 

(CV) 

Loading 

(CV) 

Washing 

(CV) 

Elution 

(CV) 

Sanitisation 

(CV) 

Storage 

(CV) 

L291113 3 10 3, 4 8 
A – 1,1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

L091213 3 6.5 3, 4 8 
A – 1,1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

L131213 3 9.5 3, 4 
5 (@ 30 mS/cm) 

3 (@ 50 mS/cm) 

A – 1,1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

L060114 3 4
a
 3, 4 

2 (@ 15 mS/cm) 

2 (@ 20 mS/cm) 

2 (@ 25 mS/cm) 

2 (@ 30 mS/cm) 

A – 1,1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

a 
8CV were planned to be loaded  but due to a pumping error of the inlet pump only 4 were actually loaded. 

 

Figure 7 – Breakthrough percentage as a function of AU of 

product loaded per millilitre of resin. 

Table 2 – EBA, FAP and UF yields for each experiment, 

corresponding global yield and product mass balance which 

was determined from HPSEC analysis results. 

Unit 

Operation 

Yields (%) 

L291113 L091213 L131213 L060114 

EBA 51%
a
 87% 63%

a
 90% 

FAP 95% 93% 89% 99% 

UF 90% 100% 100% 100% 

Global 49% 81% 56% 98% 

Product mass 

balance 
95% 90% 84% 90% 

a
 These values result from product loss during breakthrough for 

capacity determination, respectively 37% and 22% in loading 

and washing steps.
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though the conductivity of 15 mS/cm had no effect on 

protein recovery, the results suggest that a slower 

increase in conductivity may be beneficial to maximise the 

recover yield. 

After all these experiments performed at laboratory 

scale, it was concluded that the contact time should be 

increased during sanitisation step and that the broth used 

should be as fresh as possible (preferably no more than 

one week old) to minimise undesired interactions with the 

adsorbent. 

 It was also noticed that a slower increase in 

conductivity during elution maximises protein recovery. 

However, a gradient is not practical at pilot scale and 

therefore no change was applied to this step, at least 

before observing the first pilot outcome.  

Table 4 summarises the operating conditions 

suggested for pilot scale, while settled bed height and EF 

were kept constant. 

 

EBA at pilot scale 

Similarly to laboratory scale, EBA purification at pilot 

was followed by a plaque filtration and by an ultrafiltration 

and all these unit operations were optimised aiming yield 

maximisation. 

Five experiments were performed at pilot scale using 

the same amount of resin and a settled bed height of 23 

cm; the protocols followed are summarised in Table 3. 

Prior to run with broth, some attempts to expand the 

bed were performed and it was observed that the bed was 

more easily stabilised at the desired EF when the flow rate 

is gradually increased, for example, by steps. For this 

reason, the equilibration step was divided into two stages: 

the first CV at an intermediate flow rate and the next two 

at the flow rate that allows to achieve an EF of 2. 

 

The resin capacity was determined at 2-3% of 

protein breakthrough for each run from the data given by 

the software used and HPSEC analysis of the samples 

collected. These results are plotted in a graph - Figure 9 - 

as a function of the number of runs with broth. This figure 

shows that there is a certain consistency in the resin 

  

Figure 8 – Lab scale chromatogram: representation of the 
relative absorptivity at 280 nm and conductivity to the 
respective maximum value (left axe) (in-line measurements) 
and product activity of the collected fraction throughout run 
L091213 (off-line measurement by HPSEC).(Eq – equilibrium; 
L – loading; W – washing; E – elution; S – sanitisation) 

Table 3 – Summary of number of CVs per step used in each experiment for EBA optimisation at pilot scale. All experiments were 

performed with a settled bed height of 23 cm and at an EF=2. In this table, a comma separates different linear velocities. (A – 1M NaCl; 

B – 2M NaCl; C – 2M NaCl 1M NaOH; D – 1M NaOH) 

#Run 
Equilibration 

(CV) 

Loading 

(CV) 

Washing 

(CV) 

Elution 

(CV) 

Sanitisation 

(CV) 

Storage 

(CV) 

P200114 1, 2 6 3, 4 8 
A – 1, 1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

P270114 1, 2 6 3, 8 8 
A – 1, 1; B – 2; 

C – 3; D – 4 
1, 4 

P030214 1, 2 6 3, 8 8 
A – 1, 3; B – 4; 

C – 4; D – 4 
1, 4 

P100214 1, 2 5.5 3, 8 8 
A – 1, 1, 2; B – 1, 3; 

C – 1, 3; D – 1, 3 
1, 4 

P170214 1, 2 1.5
 a
 3, 8 8 

A – 1, 1, 2; B – 1, 3; 

C – 1, 3; D – 1, 3 
1, 4 

a 
6 CV were planned to be loaded but due to a pumping error of the inlet pump only 1.5 were actually loaded. 

Table 4 – Protocol suggested for pilot run after laboratory 

experiments. (A – 1M NaCl; B – 2M NaCl; C – 2M NaCl 1M 

NaOH; D – 1M NaOH) 

Equilibration 
(CV) 

Washing 
(CV) 

Elution 
(CV) 

Sanitisation 
(CV) 

Storage 
(CV) 

3 3 
a
, 4 

8 (@ 30 
mS/cm) 

A – 1,1 
b
 

B – 2
 b
 

C – 3 
b
 

D – 4 
b
 

1 
b
, 4 

a 
This volume is applied at the same linear velocity at which broth 

is loaded. 
b 
This volumes are pumped at a low linear velocity (<200 cm/h). 
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capacity run after run because, and taking into account 

that activity is indirectly measured and thus has an 

inherent variability, nearly all the values are within the 

interval [mean - standard deviation; mean + standard 

deviation]. 

In the fifth experiment (P170214) the bed was not 

saturated and no breakthrough was observed, thus it is 

not possible to calculate the total resin capacity and this 

run is not represented on Figure 9. 

 

During experiment P200114 it was noticed that the 

eluting fractions were still very rich in biomass; therefore 

the volume used in the washing step was increased in the 

next runs from 3 plus 4 to 3 plus 8 in order to reduce it. 

After this adjustment the turbidity of the elution fractions 

was within the same range of the ones of the elution 

fractions collected at laboratory scale (<100 FTU for non-

diluted elution samples). 

Product yield of all unit operations and experiments 

was calculated, as well as product mass balance, from the 

results of HPSEC analysis of the collected fractions, of the 

pool, filtrate, concentrate and permeate; the results are 

summarised in Table 5. 

A 77% EBA yield was determined for the first 

experiment (P200114) and, as it is missing 23% of the 

total enzyme loaded, a more exhaustive collection of 

fractions was performed in the following experiments and 

it became possible to calculate both product yield and 

mass balance. 

Similarly to what was observed at laboratory scale, it 

was also not possible to close the enzyme mass balance  

at pilot which can be either due to enzyme that remained 

adsorbed onto the matrix or to protein that left the column 

in the sanitisation non-collected and non-analysed 

fractions. 

The best yield achieved, 83%, corresponds to 

experiment P030214; nevertheless, experiment P270114 

results are also interesting with a mass balance of 95% 

and even though 12% of the enzyme was lost during 

loading and washing steps, a yield of 80% was achieved. 

In experiment P100214, an unexpected early 

breakthrough was observed (chromatogram not shown), 

although the volume of broth loaded was slightly lower 

than the one used in the previous runs (5.5 CV and 6 CV), 

the running protocol was not changed, and still 17% of the 

target enzyme was lost before elution. 

Nevertheless, it can be observed in Table 5 that the 

percentage of mass balance was gradually decreasing 

and, in particular in experiment P170214, only 40% of the 

total loaded enzyme came out in the elution. 

As proteins in general tend to form aggregates, 

dimers, tetramers and so on, it is possible that these large 

proteins block the access to the pores in the beads 

preventing proteins that are inside them to escape, 

besides all possible biomass or nucleic acids interactions 

with the adsorbent already observed at laboratory scale. 

None of these background interactions is desirable 

as they may decrease resin capacity and thus jeopardize 

its efficient reutilization, and also reduce bed separation 

performance. 

 

The number of plates per metre was also determined 

before and after each pilot run to follow up bed 

performance when loading fresh or old broth and the 

 

Figure 9 – Resin capacity as a function of the number of runs in 

pilot scale. These values were determined for a breakthrough of 

2-3%. The average is represented with a full line and the 

standard deviations interval from the average with dashed lines. 

Table 5 – Summary of EBA, FAP and UF product yields at pilot 

and corresponding global yield. Product mass balance results 

determined from HPSEC analysis are also presented. 

Unit 
Operation 

Yields (%) 

P200114 P270114 P030214 P100214 P170214 

EBA 77%
a
 80%

b
 83%

c
 64%

d
 40%

e
 

FAP 95% 95% 99% n.d. 83% 

UF 100% 100% 100% n.d. 82% 

Global 73% 76% 82% n.d. 27% 

Product 
mass 

balance 
n.d. 95% 87% 77% 40% 

a
 No breakthrough data 

b
 12% of product lost in loading and washing 

c
 3%  of product lost in  washing 

d
 17%  of product lost in  washing 

e
 0%  of product lost in  washing 
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sanitisation protocol was changed in order to maximise 

bed performance and resin regeneration. 

Fresh broth was used in experiment P200114 and, 

following the sanitisation protocol presented on Table 4, 

no decrease in the number of plates per metre, i.e., in bed 

performance, was observed. 

In experiment P270114, the broth used was one 

week older and the same sanitisation protocol was 

followed; however the number of plates per metre 

decreased 85% and the resin was starting to be visually 

aggregated and channelling was observed at low flow 

rates. It was also noticed that peaks of higher flow rates, 

30-50 L/h, helped in fading away the aggregates due to 

the consequent turbulence generated. 

The experiment P030214 was performed using 2 

weeks old broth and the following sanitisation protocol: 3 

extra CV of high conductivity solution were fed and peaks 

of high flow rates were done during the sanitisation. 

However, the increase of the flow rate will decrease the 

contact time for the same volume loaded. An 83% 

increase in the number of plates per metre was 

determined at the end of this run. 

In the following experiment P100214, fresh broth was 

loaded and the sanitisation protocol included 1 CV at high 

flow rate and 3 at low flow rate of each solution; a 30% 

decrease in the number of plates per metre was observed, 

which still represents a considerable decrease, meaning 

that the sanitisation protocol can be further optimised. 

 

Conclusions 

The yields for the whole alternative downstream 

processing achieved both at laboratory and pilot scales, by 

keeping the EF constant and equal to 2, are quite 

comparable (80-90% and >80%) and there is still scope 

for further optimisation, in particular the pilot run. 

The optimised protocols for laboratory and pilot 

scales are summarized in Table 6. 

 

After all the runs performed both at laboratory and 

pilot scale, the major problem faced was broth aging and 

is hampering the possibility of achieving good reproducible 

results. This directly influences the life-time of the resin 

causing problems such as beads’ aggregation and 

blockage of the bed. In order to avoid the undesired 

adsorption of DNA and/or biomass to the adsorbent, as 

they will compete with the protein for the binding sites, 

fresh broth (i.e., up to one week old counting from the 

end-fermentation date) should be used and the interaction 

between the beads and broth components should be 

further investigated. 

Furthermore, the subsequent filtration and 

concentration don’t represent a substantial loss in product. 

SDS-PAGE and side activities results are not shown 

due to confidentiality issues but it was concluded that EBA 

product is less rich in proteins of low molecular weight, 

especially when fresh broth is used which also contributes 

to a lower presence of degraded enzyme; moreover EBA 

product is within the specifications. 

EBA products are comparable to the commercialized 

product in terms of side-activities, meaning that using EBA 

to purify this enzyme coupled with a FAP and UF 

operations can indeed result in a competitive product and 

process. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 Three columns with 1.5 m length and, two with a 2 

cm diameter and one with a 10 cm diameter, were used in 

laboratory and pilot experiments; these were filled with 

Anionic Fast Line Q resin (all from Upfront 

Chromatography S/A). 

 At laboratory, the run was operated by an Äkta 

Explorer Purifier (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) provided 

with an external P960 inlet pump and a fractionator Frac-

950. The outlet adaptor was connected to a peristaltic 

Watson Marlow 505U pump.  

 At pilot, the run was operated by an Äkta BioProcess 

system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) provided with an 

Ecodos inlet pump (Lewa) and a Promass M mass flow 

meter (Endress Hauser). The outlet adaptor was 

connected to a Watson Marlow 624U peristaltic pump 

 Both systems used Unicorn software (Amersham 

Biosciences); conductivity, pH and absorbance are inline 

measurements; and all pumps were previously calibrated. 

Bed behaviour and performance 

 The buffer solution was 55 mM K2HPO4 at pH 7.4 

and 12.00 mS/cm. The different viscosities were achieved 

with different concentrations of buffer-glycerol solutions. 

Table 6 – Summary of optimised protocol for product 

purification at laboratory and pilot scale (EF=2). 

Scale 
Equil. 
(CV) 

Washing 
(CV) 

Elution 
(CV) 

Sanit. 
(CV) 

Storage 
(CV) 

L 3 3, 4 8 
2A, 2B, 
3C, 4D 

1, 4 

P 1, 2 3, 8 8 
4A, 4B, 
4C, 4D 

1, 4 
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 In the RTD test, buffer was used for the baseline and 

1% acetone-buffer solution was used as the tracer. The 

HETP was calculated from the negative slop of a tracer 

step recorded as UV-signal. 

EBA run 

 Buffer solution 55 mM K2HPO4 at pH 7.4 and 12.00 

mS/cm was used during equilibration and washing steps; 

65 mM K2HPO4 at pH 7.4 and 30.00 mS/cm was used in 

elution; a sequence of 1 M NaCl, 2 M NaCl, 2 M NaCl 1M 

NaOH and 1 M NaOH was applied in sanitisation and 0.1 

M NaOH for short periods storage. As received, broth was 

diluted up to 12.00 mS/cm and needs to be stirred during 

the run in order to keep it homogeneous. 

 

Abbreviations 

AU Activity units 

  
Bed expansion index or Richardson-Zaki correlation 
exponent 

ε Bed-void fraction 

  ,    Density of particles or liquid 

  Expanded bed height 

    Formazine tubidity units 

   Galileo number 

  Gravity acceleration 

  Linear velocity 

n.d. No data 

   Particle diameter 

  Resistance coefficient 

   Settled bed height 

   Settled bed-void fraction (≈0.4) 

   Terminal linear velocity 

Ret Terminal Reynolds 

  Viscosity 

   Weight of sample i 
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